Bearings are the most common components used in rotating machines. Their malfunction may result in costly shutdowns and human causalities which can be avoided by effective condition monitoring practices. In present study, attempt has been made to estimate the severity of defect in bearing components by a two-step process. Initially, defects of various severities in all bearing components are classified. In the next step, if defect exist in any of the bearing components, i.e. inner race, outer race, and rolling elements, level of severity of defect is estimated. Various statistical features are extracted from the raw vibration signals. Two machine learning techniques; support vector machine and artificial neural network, along with four feature ranking techniques; Chi-square, gain ratio, ReliefF and principal component analysis are used and employed for the analysis. Results show the potential of the proposed methodology in defect severity estimation and classification of rolling element bearings.
NOMENCLATURE
Bias for the neuron
INTRODUCTION
Rolling element bearings are the backbone of almost all the rotating machinery. Studies show that around 40% of the failures in rotating machines are due to bearing faults. 1 If the defect severity is diagnosed well in advance, bearing failure and thus machinery shutdowns can be reduced significantly by avoiding catastrophic failure. Various online health monitoring (OHM) techniques 2 are available which respond as the fault initiates, but it is impossible to estimate the defect severity at fluctuating speed and load during operation. Having various techniques, vibration based condition monitoring techniques are preferred due to ease of use and higher responsive towards the faults.
Various remarkable vibration based fault diagnosis methodologies have been developed for bearings. [3] [4] [5] [6] However, in these studies, authors have not considered the severity of faults in their analysis. Classification and estimation of the specific defect is an important part of machinery maintenance systems. Faults with deferent severity levels in the same component give same characteristic frequency which makes the estimation of defect severity a challenging task. Inaccurate defect severity classification misleads the maintenance program. Various authors have classified the single level severity in rolling element bearing with 100% classification accuracy. Saxena and Saad, 7 Wu et al., 8 and Liu et al. 9 have classified single level severity in rolling element bearing with 100% classification accuracy. Few attempts have been reported in the literature which attempts to classify various defect sizes in the same component with higher classification accuracy. Skewness, kurtosis, standard deviation, crest factor, and other statistical measures have been utilized by Sharma et al. 10 and Amarnath et al. 11 In order to increase the computational efficiency, feature ranking techniques are used to select the appropriate features which contain most significant information about the system. [12] [13] [14] [15] In their extensive study, Zhao et al. 12 proposed various feature selection techniques; such as Chi-square, ReliefF, etc. Samanta et al. 13 have employed the genetic algorithm for condition monitoring of machines. The concept of mutual information has been applied by Kappaganthu and Nataraj 14 and the authors concluded that the fault detection accuracy improved significantly with the use of feature ranking methods. Sharma et al. 15 have examined various feature ranking techniques for the analysis of bearing faults and summarized that performance of analysis can be improved in the presence of ranked features.
Catastrophic failure of the bearing and the associated system can be reduced significantly with known defect severity. Hong and Liang 16 and Wang et al. 17 used the Lempel-Ziv complexity and continuous wavelet transform (CWT) based model to quantify the defect severity. The authors conclude that the Lempel-Ziv measure, as non-dimensional index, can be used for fault severity estimation. Jiang et al. 18 have extracted residual signals and statistical features from the conducted experiments to quantify the defect severity. The multi-frequency band energies (MFBEs) are also extracted from the acquired signals and summarize that varying trend of residual signals can be a useful tool for defect severity estimation. Yaqub et al. 19 presented a defect severity estimation model based
